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this was the first of many western-backed star
vehicles for daigo nishijima, a director who
was always to become more publicly known
for his work as a commercial hitmaker. the
film, ostensibly a musical about a man who

trades in leopards, is all about the joy of
performing; and all the star and starry-eyed
producer, tomoyuki hamada, can think about

is the final production number. but theres
something about the star-studded, song-and-

dance-filled tale that makes it a cult classic. its
not just that its a beautifully made,

affectionate tribute to japan s theatrical
tradition, a tribute that paid its way into the

box office, but that there is something
emotional and rueful about it, something that

makes you want to cry. its a film about a
theatre, about the theatre being a place where
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dreams can come true, but which, like life, is
also essentially an illusion. theres been much

hoo-ha over the past few years about the
coming of age of the teen angst film, which is

a more difficult genre to chart than its
counterpart, the pre-teen coming-of-age. more
often than not, its a case of a group of young
people having their lives blown away by the
forces of adultdom, whether theyre facing
exams, the pressures of school life or the

pressures of the recession. the former teen
icon, keiko matsuzaka, took a different tack

with the title of this darkly comedic story of a
group of teenage girls who find their way

through the vicissitudes of adolescence with a
bit of help from their parents. divided into
chapters by the girls mothers, they include
one-time delinquent miki and the stick-thin,

bespectacled gang leader, ines, whose mother
is determined to get her into law school. the

whole ensemble are set against a backdrop of
the world being torn apart by the recession,

with the fathers of the group going to work at
a gm plant.
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a bittersweet comedy with a peculiarly
modern bite, filmmaker makoto shinkais latest
features a young woman who cant remember
her name, her home, her parents or even who
she is. the film revolves around the girl, who

seems to be out of touch with the world
around her, while she comes into frequent

contact with a mysterious anime-like creature.
the creatures are the reason the girl can

remember only three things: the number of
days, the number of months, and the number
of years she has been in a vegetative state.
the two are brought together by the girl s

brother, who is dealing with his own wife and
her addiction problems, and who has begun a

research project on artificial intelligence.
easily his best film yet, after life, the second

feature from the stunningly talented japanese
director takeshis tsuji, imagines what might
happen if, after the death of a loved one, the

living could actually talk to their dead. the
story follows a woman who, after the death of
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her husband, goes through therapy to help her
come to terms with her loss. on her way, she
learns that theres more to the afterlife than
she ever thought, and that there are people

who can hear their dead relatives s voices. in
a hauntingly beautiful series of images, the

film focuses on the two main characters, keiko
(played by kaho kyotoshi) and her dead
husband ryota (harukazu kawata), who
communicate using a device called the

whisper phone that connects the two via a
mobile phone signal. the subject of the

whispers is a rich, complex story of family,
love, loneliness, loss and communication,

interspersed with the rare, uncut footage of
the director's soul-searching, exquisitely shot
and beautifully composed single take. tsujis

previous work, like the exquisite aomori
(2006), is rich with his own style and lyricism,
but after life is his most assured and powerful

vision yet. 5ec8ef588b
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